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RBB Assurance Program 

1. Disasters  
a. Fire 
b. Flood 
c. Earthquakes 
d. Hurricane 
e. Tornado 
f. Tsunami 
g. War 
h. Explosions 
i. Wind storm 
j. Avalanche/mud slide  
k. Freeze 
l. Heat (unbearable) 

2. Car accidents 
3. Falls 
4. Hurting parts of body (burns, cuts, bruises and bangs, shot, sprains, breaks, tears) 
5. Loss, dislocation or incapacitation of parts of the body 
6. Physical attacks from people 
7. Animal attacks/bites 
8. Spider bites 
9. Other insect stings and bites 
10. Struck by lightning 
11. Sickness, illness, disease (organic, pathogenic, environmental/toxic) 
12. Artherosclerosis 
13. Inability to eliminate excess cells from the body 
14. Weakening of any part of central or peripheral nervous system 
15. Physical pain 
16. Loss of life outside of whatever is in your highest good (and according to your 

spiritual being’s plan) 
17. Theft 
18. Other losses of money, including being the victim of a scam and receiving a fine 
19. Being cheated on in a relationship 
20. Being violated or sexually abused in any way 
21. Being left on your own, without support 
22. Losing a home 
23. Being expelled from a country or community 
24. Being displaced from the place you have chosen to reside 
25. Unscrupulous bosses, vendors, clients, partners in your business 
26. Unexpected ending of a career (including being fired or laid off if it is not in your 
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highest good to experience that) 
27. Scandals that put an end to or cripple your business  
28. Having a business (or being involved in one) that reflects the shadow side of 

society  
a. Casino or bookie 
b. Drug dealer 
c. Prostitute 
d. Pimp or procurer 
e. Weapons dealer 
f. Slave or trafficked person 
g. Loanshark 
h. Person who sets up shell companies to hide nefarious actions 
i. Hired assassin or other type of thug 
j. Deceiver in some professional capacity 

29. Bankruptcy 
30. Being maligned 
31. Going to prison/jail 
32. Having problems with no solutions 
33. Paralysis (physical and/or mental) 
34. Taking a lot of actions which never yield results 
35. Desire to be held back, not move forward 
36. Problems associated with old age 
37. Experiencing racism, xenophobia, or prejudices due to: gender, sexuality religion, 

political affiliation or appearance 
38. Not being recognized for your contribution 
39. Being shocked by something happening “out of the blue” that creates fear 
40. Having your communication shut down in some form 
41. Suffering the effects of unfinished business from past lifetimes 
42. Influenced by beings on the astral plane 
43. Not being able to access the knowing of your heart-self 

Plus if headed for problems in any of specific body parts and delete.
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